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Sugars & Spreads 

October 14, 2011 

The current situation of jam market in Japan 

 

Looking at the jam market within Japan, in addition to strawberry jam, apple jam, and 

marmalade, there are blueberry, raspberry, prune, and passion fruit jams as well as jams 

made of vegetables and flower petals. From the diversification of the diet, there are many 

types of jams in the market such as jams that are cut down sugar and calories, or jams 

and fruit sauces that use sugar which would give you a smaller chance of getting cavities. 

In the background, there is the diffusion of low calorie jams that matches the consumers' 

interests towards health. In fact, while the sugar content for jams in 1995 was 32.4%, this 

number dropped greatly to 17.3% in 2007 and created the trend of low sugar content jams 

in the market. There are jams that have an even smaller amount of sugar content, and 

there are jams of fewer than 40 degrees being sold in the market. Currently, jams are 

used not only in snacks, deserts, or for cooking, but are also used in a wider range of 

dishes like a topping for yogurt or ice cream, or using it as a sauce or extra flavor in a 

dish. 

In 2010, the production volume of jams in Japan including similar products were 53,008 

tons, and adding the imported volume makes it total 59,748 tons. According to the 

statistics announced by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications, the 

amount of jam consumed in one household is 1249 g. The data of 2010 jam imports is as 

follows. The strong yen is helping the growth of the market. 
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Next, we would like to introduce the research results of the "Cover Ratio Survey of Jams 

at Stores" conducted by the Shokuhin Sangyo Shimbun for department stores, high-class 

food markets and mass retailers. The domestically-produced jams available at 

department stores and high-class food specialty stores are regarded as value-added jams 

of which ingredients and manufacturing process are strictly chosen. They use the name of 

the area, plantation, or hotel name of where the jam is produced. This way, the jam has 

confidence and safety, as well as the merit of being able to see the producer's face. Jams 

made from organic sugars and fruits also are starting to get popular with its determined 

ways and deliciousness. 

 On the other hand, newly imported jams are increasing. All sorts of uncommon flavors 

that you cannot see in Japan, as well as the great variety, determined production 

processes, purveyor to the royal household, and high-class products are on the shelves of 

the stores. St. Dalfour is one of the imported products with consistent sales at these mass 

sale shops. 
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